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A unique integrated business model to channel surplus to charity
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Started 100+ years ago, HKJC Charities Trust is recognised globally among top foundations

*Based on the figures in the annual reports 2019. HKJCCT’s number represents donations in 2018/19 season
The full World Charity Donor List methodology can be found here: https://www.cityam.com/giving/
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Challenges and Opportunities of Ageing in Hong Kong

In 2015, we set out a new Elderly strategy aiming to support dignified and active ageing of the elderly
The burning platform:

Two key objectives for donations:
1. Prevention: Promote active ageing to lower demand for care

Challenge
Rising demand for
care beyond what
we can provide
(limited manpower,
space, budget)

Opportunity
Change in users'
socio-demographic
profile and
aspirations for
elderly services

•

Proportion of Elderly will go
from 15% of the total population
(2015) to 30.6% (2043)

•

Existing shortage of institutional
long term care facilities – while
demand will rapidly increase

•

Current services not suited to
the next generation of elderly
(more educated, more
technologically proficient and
better off financially): limited
choice, diversity, flexibility, and
control

Key areas include: Preventative health (incl. early detection and
self-management), employment and volunteering, mental wellness

2. Care: Fill gaps and create more person-centered, communitybased care models

Key areas include: Facilitate “ageing in place”, build community
carer support (esp. for frail elders), end-of-life care
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Over six years of Elderly strategy implementation, the Trust supported 200 elderly projects
($3.7B in total) aiming to create impact on three levels

Our elderly portfolio in the last six seasons (2014/15 - 2019/20) will collectively drive…
Immediate
impact

Direct Beneficiary Impact
4.5M Direct end-beneficiaries
(including 542,000 “high impact” and over 4M “mass
attendance”)

Sector Capacity Building and Talent Development
Over 132,000 Professionals, Volunteers and Carers
(impact on capacity building)
Long term,
sustainable
impact

Ecosystem Change
Evidence-based models developed toward making
Hong Kong an age-friendly city, end-of-life care and
elderly mental health services
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Jockey Club Age-friendly City Project
Project period: July 2015 – March 2022
Donation amount: HK$191M
Initiated and funded by

Project partners
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Adopts an unique approach to build an age-friendly Hong Kong

Bottom-up,
district-based

Multi-sectoral
Collaboration

Evidence-based
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Bottom-up and district-based approach generated innovative ideas

Bottom-up,
district-based

• Provided comprehensive support scheme for all 18 districts of Hong Kong by the
4 university partners
• Assessed age-friendliness of each district based on the 8 AFC domains to address
different needs
• Tailor-made three-year action plans and district-based programmes in consultation with
District Councils and district stakeholders according to the assessment results
• Trained local elders to be ambassadors to spread AFC messages in the community
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Leveraged HKJCCT’s strong network, neutral and philanthropic role to
ignite multi-sectoral collaboration

Involving 18 District Councils
and District Offices and
various government
departments

Partner with 4 Gerontology
Research Institutes to engage
professional sectors and
the broader community

Multi-sectoral
Collaboration

Active involvement of >70 NGOs
in building Age-friendly momentum

Participation of over
180 companies/organisations from the
business and public sectors under the
Jockey Club Age-friendly City
Partnership Scheme
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Hong Kong’s four Gerontology Research Institutes partnering together for
the first time to assess the age-friendliness of each of the 18 districts

Evidence-based

• Around 10,000 completed questionnaires and more than 90 focus group interviews
 Provided quantitative and qualitative findings for each district on the unique concerns in
local community, as well as common strengths and concerns across the territory
Common strengths in age-friendliness


Availability of a wide variety of social activities and
programmes through different channels



Government Public Transport Fare Concession Scheme for the
Elderly
and
Eligible
Persons
with
Disabilities
(i.e. “$2 scheme”)
Good accessibility to key destinations and neighbouring places



Common concerns on age-friendliness
x

x
x

Insufficient age-friendly facilities at home, e.g. Lack of handrails,
non-slippery tiles
Limited information on trust-worthy housing maintenance
services
Inadequate columbarium spaces and high cost of burial
services

HK Overall Scores
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Developed a local index for assessment and continuous development

AgeWatch Index for Hong Kong and Hong Kong Quality of Life Index
Evidence-based

• Assess well-being of older adults in Hong Kong by incorporating some local important
determinants and core AFC indicators
• Allow trend analysis on quality of life of Hong Kong older adults over years, which
facilitates the monitoring and evaluation of local age-friendly interventions
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Built AFC into community agenda for longer term sustainability

Local administration
•

Identified appropriate platforms in 18 District Councils’
Working Groups or Committees for ongoing discussion of
age-friendly initiatives and providing a channel for the
elderly to voice their opinions

The HKSAR Government
•

AFC concept adopted in the 2016 Policy Address and Policy
Agenda in 2016, 2017 and 2018

Total area: 1,106km2

“The Government will make continuous efforts to develop Hong Kong
into an age-friendly city and promote active ageing.”
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Knowledge transfer and community legacy

Assessment & action plans for each of the 18 districts
 Tailor-made directions, action items and framework for improving
well-being of the elderly continuously

Publicity and public education programmes
 Promoted AFC messages to the general public with more than
3,260,000 viewership/engagements through different interesting
initiatives

140+ district-based programmes organised
114,600+ elderly people benefited
2,270+ AFC Ambassadors trained
70+ NGOs engaged

Jockey Club Age-friendly City Partnership Scheme
 180 companies and organisations with age-friendly products,
services and practices participated in 2019 and 2020
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International recognition on the age-friendly city model piloted by the Project

18 districts have successfully joined the WHO Global Network for
Age-friendly Cities and Communities
The United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network
•
•

One of the eight solutions around the world selected to present in the Global Solutions Forum 2020
The Forum has brought together sustainable development experts from around the world to
showcase how the local initiatives have been implemented in each network to advance the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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Lessons learnt

Each district is unique

• District-based, bottom-up
approach is crucial
• Imperative to assess
accurately the needs of the
elderly in light of the
conditions in each district
and community

The elderly are not monolith

• The elderly population is
diverse
• Develop AFC programmes
for elderly with different
health status, mobility,
relative affluence, cognitive
impairment and functional
abilities

Make sure everyone is
engaged
• Everyone has a role to play
• Important to have crosssectoral collaboration,
proactive involvement and
dedicated efforts of
government, District
Councils, NGOs, academia,
business sector, general
public
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What’s Next

• Share experience and collaborate with other cities for an age-friendly world
• Facilitate knowledge transfer and further dissemination of AFC good practices
• Unleash the potential of Silver Hair Market
• Maintain and strengthen AFC momentum and capacities of districts
• Sustain close partnership and network among partners

Let’s join hands in building an age-friendly world!
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Thank You

